Cyren Threat InDepth
Contextualized, Actionable Threat Intelligence
Helping Enterprises Tackle New Security Threats

Overwhelmed security teams are constantly engaged in a battle to protect
their enterprise from evolving threats being delivered using innovative tactics,
techniques, and procedures. Security teams rely on timely threat intelligence to
provide actionable insights that help them stay ahead of these threats. Threat
intelligence helps security teams to prioritize threats that require immediate
attention, resulting in faster threat detection and response. But not all
intelligence is created equal. Threat intelligence that doesn’t provide the right
context can increase a security analyst’s workload, resulting in overwhelmed
security teams and increased organizational vulnerability.

Benefits for SOC Teams
• Reduce Mean Time to Detect (MTTD) and Mean
Time to Respond (MTTR)
• Correlated, contextualized insights for smart
and rapid decision-making
• High-fidelity threat intelligence with minimal
false positives
• Improve detection effectiveness and efficiency

Cyren Threat InDepth
Cyren Threat InDepth is contextualized, correlated threat intelligence that

Benefits for Security Executives

allows security teams and security executives to gain a comprehensive and

• Understand the impact of evolving threats

multi-dimensional view of evolving threats and make meaningful decisions to
combat them. This high-fidelity, actionable intelligence is gathered by analyzing
and processing billions of daily transactions across email content, suspicious
files, and web traffic to provide unique, timely insights faster than other
vendors.

on your organization
• Reduce organizational risk while maintaining
business continuity and productivity
• Improve accuracy and speed of threat detection
and response
• Gain higher-value from current

What Makes Threat InDepth Unique

security investments

Cyren gathers actionable intelligence by analyzing and processing billions
of daily transactions in Cyren GlobalView™ Threat Intelligence cloud. By
correlating insights gathered across email content, web traffic, and suspicious
files; Cyren provides security teams with a multi-dimensional presentation of
critical threat characteristics.

Benefits of Threat InDepth
• Access to world’s largest threat intelligence
cloud - Unparalleled visibility into evolving attacks
• Fast, correlated, and contextual
intelligence – Helps reduce MTTD and MTTR
• High-fidelity threat intelligence - Improved
detection effectiveness and efficiency
• Comprehensive, multi-dimensional
presentation of critical threat
characteristics - Helps understand the
evolving threat landscape

Powered by GlobalView, Cyren Threat InDepth’s contextualized threat
intelligence allows enterprise security teams to gain unique visibility into
evolving threats and rapidly make decisions to combat them.
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